The reviews, written in natural language, need to be processed to determine its opinion. The processing initiates with a critical task called Parts-of-speech Tagging or POS Tagging. POS Tagging is the assignment of each word with its morphological meaning in the sentence. Various elemental Parts-of-speech classes may include Adverb, Adjective, Determiner, Noun, Pronoun, Verb, and a lot more. POS Taggers can be categorically divided into two POS tagging approaches [3] , namely, supervised POS tagging approach and unsupervised POS tagging approach. Supervised POS tagging approach requires information about word-tag frequencies, tag set, rule set etc., for POS tagging. As the size of the corpus increases, the performance of the tagger increases. Unsupervised POS tagging approach does not require predefined tag sets and rule sets, on the other hand, it automatically induces the tag sets as well as the transformational rules. Based on this information, the tagger will be able to compute contextual rules or probabilistic information.
With the help of POS Tagging, 'adjectives' with their inclination can be identified, thus, enabling the machine to be able to conclude the final opinion. Determining 'Noun' can aid well in Information Retrieval systems, language translation, speech synthesis and can also be used in various other interdisciplinary applications. In this paper, we will discuss various POS tagging algorithms. In addition to these, we will also discuss our proposed model, which is another enhancement of Memory Based Learning Algorithm. To prove the effectiveness of our proposed model, we will compare each of the POS tagging algorithm to our proposed model.
II. Literature Survey
Considering the importance of Parts-of-Speech Tagging in various fields, various POS Tagging algorithm have been designed and are being utilized for information extraction. We shall discuss them one-by-one.
Memory-Based Learning Algorithm
Memory-Based Learning Algorithm [4] is a 'Lazy Learning' algorithm for POS Tagging. Going by its classification as a POS Tagger, the algorithm is based on supervised learning approach. An Memory-Based Learning system, a machine learning procedure, is the integration of two major components, they are, a learning component and a performance component. The learning component, performs memory based classification, i.e. words with its exemplified usage is stored in the memory. The performance component, performs similarity based classification, i.e. forms a weighted similarity metrics for each word, to be tagged. In weighted similarity metrics, neighbors are assigned with minimum weights. If the untagged word is found in the lexicon, then in the similarity metrics, it is denoted with a 'Zero' weight. During tagging, its lexicon representation is retrieved and its context is determined. But, when the untagged word is not found in the lexicon, on the basis of its similarity, weights are assigned to each instance of the lexicon. Lexicon representation of the word having minimum weight is retrieved. The resulting pattern is disambiguated using deductions from nearest neighbors and then the context is determined. The output, in this case, is the best guess of the morphological category, the untagged word is used in. The performance of the Memory-Based Learning Algorithm is evaluated, based on the ability to identify similarity between the new situations and the past experience.
Memory-Based Learning Algorithm has two variants [4] , namely, IBI-IG and IGTREE. In IBI-IG, the test instance can be classified by calculating the distance between the test instance and the memory instance. The distance is 'Zero', if the two instances are equal and 'One' elsewhere. The information gain or the weight for each feature is assigned, according to its contribution to our knowledge of the morphological class. IGTREE uses a compressed decision tree structure, storing the same information as IBI-IG. While testing, the search can be restricted to the memory instance, having the same feature value as the test instance with the highest weight.
Multi-Domain Web Based Algorithm
Multi-Domain Web Based Algorithm being based on supervised learning approach, requires a pretagged corpus. As the name suggests, Multi-Domain Web Based Algorithm searches for all possible domains over the web. The algorithm does not require any pre-processing of the corpus, since the search is not restricted to the domain of the sentence in the corpus. Whenever Multi-Domain Web Based Algorithm executes, it creates three different forms of web queries [5] , specific to each word, which are compatible to most possible search engines.
1. Replacement: "U i-2 U i-1 *U i+1 U i+2 ". This retrieves words that appear in the same context as U.
2. Left-side: "**U i U i+1 U i+2 ". This retrieves alternative left-side contexts for the word U and its original rightside context.
3. Right-side: query " U i-2 U i-1 U i **". This retrieves alternative right-side contexts for U and its original left-side context.
The web queries are executed over the web server, returning all possible domains with their frequency of occurrence. The algorithm will then compute the conditional probability [5] of occurrence for each domain, based on the context of the sentence.
where T is the tag set, and p(h) is the 'history' set for the domain. The domain or the tag, having maximum probability is assigned to the word under consideration. For each word search, the algorithm creates connection with the web server, transfer of control from the application to the web server and back to the application, which creates a runtime overhead of 0.5 seconds. Thus, the algorithm is efficient only when executed for unknown word, else the execution time for this algorithm will grow substantially high .
Maximum Entropy POS Tagging Model
Maximum Entropy Model is a combination of statistical and a rule based technique. The MaxEnt Model aims at maximizing the probability distribution, based on the given constraints. The Constraints [6] forces the model to match its feature expectations with those observed in the training data. During tagging, the MxEnt Model creates a sample space (set of all possible outcomes) of the features, which match features in the test data, from the training set. Using the heuristics about the feature occurrence in the test set, the model then computes the probability of each feature. The probability is defined over H×T, where H refers to the tag contexts or 'histories' and T refers to the set of all possible tags. Therefore, the probability [6] refers to , =
= where π is a normalization constant, {μ, α 1 ,........,α k } are the model parameters, {F 1 ,.....,F K } are known as features. Higher, the statistical occurrence is, higher, the probability/entropy will be. Since, it is difficult to predict, the behavior of a sparsely occurring feature, its statistics may not be reliable for the tagging. For the tagging of unknown words, generation of sample space features is hypothesized as "rare words" in the training set. A rare word is referred to those words which appears less in the training set.
III.
The Proposed Model The proposed model can efficiently deal with the sparse data problem in Memory Based Learning Algorithm. Memory Based Learning Algorithm is ineffective in finding an appropriate tag for the sparse word i.e. those words for which similar examples are not present in the lexicon. The corpus data is mostly in form of unstructured data, which is supplied as input to the tagger. The process of POS tagging begins with the segmentation of unstructured data into sequence of tokens. Each token represents a word in the sentence. These tokens or words are selected, one at a time, and are searched over the lexicon. Weighted similarity matrix, specific to the word, is then calculated. For an exact match, 'Zero' weight is assigned, but, for a sparse data, '∞' is assigned to the memory instance. If the word under consideration is a 'sparse word', the tagger will then create a web connection and searches for all possible tags. During experimentation, we referred "Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English" for web search. The search results includes all possible domains of the word. With the help of these results, an appropriate POS tag for the word can be computed. In addition to this, the web results are also stored into training repository (for future computations). Whereas, If the word under consideration is not a 'sparse word', Memory Based Learning Algorithm executes. For tagging, the lexicon representation of the instances, having least weight, is retrieved. POS rules are then applied to disambiguate retrieved POS tags. The process recursively repeats itself till the sequence of token ends.
The proposed model, not only, deals with sparse data problem in Memory Based Learning Algorithm, but also, improves efficiency of the training set with every execution. With the addition of web results into the lexicon, the enhancement in efficiency can be measured in two aspects. First, the word, once searched over the web, will no longer be a sparse word, whenever it appears next. Second, approximation of other related words can also be done more appropriately. Searching POS tags over the web requires web connection, transfer of controls from the application to the web server and back to the application, increasing the execution time. Saving results into the repository, reduces the web search. This clearly illustrates a tradeoff between space and time complexity in the proposed model i.e. the overall time required for computation can be minimized at the expense of increased memory usage. Effective management of storage space, determines the feasibility of this model. Not all companies, can afford to have unlimited storage space, so as to manage this limited space, the proposed model uses a combination of two memory management page replacement techniques, they are, Least Recently Used(LRU) Page Replacement Technique and Least Frequently Used(LFU) Page Replacement Technique. According to these techniques, whenever some data is to be stored into the lexicon and the storage space is full, the record having low occurrence frequency and high occurrence time period, with respect to others.
IV.
Results and Discussions As the results above indicates that the attempt for assigning an appropriate tag to the sparse word "" failed, while executing Memory-Based Learning algorithm. The results also show that, while running the Proposed Model, there is an increase in the execution time, if web search takes place, when compared to the Memory-Based Learning algorithm. This increase is due to runtime overhead of 0.5 seconds, per word, during the web search. Since, the web results are stored into the lexicon, during future executions of the same corpus, the execution time reduced to that of Memory-Based Learning algorithm. A tagger may encounter a worst case corpus during the first execution, i.e. when most words are searched over the web, but, will eventually become the best case corpus in the future executions i.e. when all the words will be found in the repository.
Snapshots

Comparison
The proposed model, being an enhanced version of Memory Based Learning Algorithm, can effectively solve the sparse data problem by searching over the web. Memory Based Learning Algorithm requires a training set and the performance of this algorithm is based on the efficiency of the training set. The more efficient the training set is, less will be the sparse data and will be high on performance. However, the performance of the proposed model does not solely depend on the training set. The training set is capable of accommodating web results of sparse data, thus, increasing its efficiency with every execution.
In Multi-Domain Web Based Algorithm, unknown words are searched over the web. The web query fetches all possible domains of the unknown word with their occurrence count. The tagger then computes probability of each domain based on the history set. The domain having maximum probability is assigned to the unknown word. The proposed model, on the other hand, does not calculate any probabilistic information, but uses similarity matrix and POS rules, to find the POS tags. In addition to this, the proposed model adds web results to the repository, for future computations, which the Multi-Domain Web Based Algorithm lacks. For every web search, there is a runtime overhead 0.5 sec due to time elapsed in web connection as well as in the back and forth transfer of controls from web server to the application. Saving the results into the lexicon makes the unknown word "known" and eliminates the need of a web search.
Computing POS Tags based on the statistical data of a feature, MaxEnt Model is not only inefficient in dealing with the sparse data, but also, is ineffective while tagging special case sentences. Also, the performance of the model is completely dependent on how efficient the training set is. The proposed model can successfully overcome these limitations.
V. Conclusion
POS tagging plays a vital role in the extraction and analysis of information from the data present in any form. Considering its advancing scope in various fields, researchers have devised various algorithms to improve its performance on the basis of its efficiency and execution time. In this paper, we have proposed an enhanced version of Memory-Based Learning Algorithm, which efficiently overcomes the sparse data problem in Memory-Based Learning Algorithm. In Memory-Based Learning Algorithm, for each word, the tagger will compute similarity matrix, retrieving lexical representation of its nearest neighbors. If the word under consideration is a sparse word, the tagger will not be able to retrieve lexical representation of any memory instance and thus, will not be able to assign any tag to the word. To overcome this shortcoming, in the proposed model, the tagger will search all possible tags, for the sparse word, over the web. The tagger will, then, store the web results on the memory, making sparse word known to the lexicon. Web search increases the execution time due to runtime overhead, but, storing the web results into the lexicon will eliminate the runtime overhead whenever the same word appears next in the text corpus. In addition to this, with every execution, the efficiency of the training set will be improved.
The proposed model has various applications in different fields of study, such as, speech synthesis, Human-Computer interaction, parsers for syntactic analysis, lexicographic research, extracting information from the review sites or blogs, and in many other applications.
